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Benefits of attending
As Finance professionals, we interact with people across varying 
functional areas with different perceptions of the world. How then can 
we understand these differences and develop interpersonal strategies 
to get around these communication barriers?

This workshop aims to facilitate your understanding of how thinking 
and behaviour affect the work environment. You will learn how to 
leverage your own strengths and appreciate what others uniquely bring 
to the group.

By the end of this program, you will:
• Understand other’s perception of you
• Decode people’s thinking and behaviour
• Use a strength based approach to understand what you and others 

bring to the table 
• Learn how to reduce conflicts
• Learn effective communication strategies
• Enhance personal power and foster team engagement
• Receive a personalised detailed Emergenetics profile

Objective
• To provide a framework of self-awareness and understanding of

individual preferences and strengths;
• To understand the other party’s preferences and strengths, and the

impact of this within the group; and
• To give participants an appreciation of different styles and provide a

common and neutral language for which to discuss differences.

Uncovering greater self-awareness and 
translating that knowledge into a more 
effective approach to communicating with 
others.

Who should 
attend?

Finance professionals 
who wish to improve 
their communication 
skills and advance 
collaboration with their 
colleagues and their 
customers.



PwC’s Academy

About the workshop leader 

Introduction
• How we think and behave

Understanding ourselves
• Understanding our own 

uniqueness and how to harness 
our strengths

• Relationship profiles
• Leadership profiles

Workshop Agenda
What past participants 
say

“Trainer was highly engaging. 
Session was very fun and 
highly interactive.”

“The workshop gave me a 
good insight into who I am; 
how I prefer to think and 
behave; and understanding 
people”

“Helped me to learn how to 
connect to people and 
effectively manage my team”

Interpersonal strategies
• Working through our strengths
• Changing our thinking

Application to our work
• Conflict management
• Communication strategies

Reflection & summary

Note: Participants will receive a personalised Emergenetics profile and detailed narrative report, worksheets, checklists 
and post-workshop memory aids for enhancing your communication.

Methodology

• Highly experiential and fully engaging session
• Role plays and group discussions
• Participants will take a 15 minute online Emergenetics profiling

assessment at their own time prior to the workshop.

With a great passion for education,  Jerome has conducted training 
for participants in finance, business management, leadership and 
communications skills over the past 4 years.

Jerome’s international corporate experience helps him connect to 
the challenges faced by both individuals and teams and he is able to 
bring relevant knowledge and practical experience to the training 
sessions.

Jerome Song has over 20 years experience in 
finance and accounting with both local and 
regional responsibilities. Presently, Jerome is a 
full-time facilitator within PwC’s Academy in 
Singapore. He was previously heading the 
regional finance team of a marketing 
communications group in Singapore. 

Registration fee
(includes 7% GST)

Early bird
PwC Clients & Alumni: S$535 
Public: S$580 

Normal rate
PwC Clients & Alumni: S$580 
Public: S$630

10% group discounts for 3 participants & above

How to register

To register, simply select the course via our 
Training Calendar 
(www.pwc.com/sg/academy) and click on the 
chosen course date to access the digital 
registration form. 

For any further queries, please email 
academy.sg@sg.pwc.com
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